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1. Principle and Theory

propriate model yields information on equilibrium
dynamics in the sample.
Investigation of diffusion of molecules and supramoFCS is a technique which utilizes statistical analysis
lecular complexes belongs among the most common
of fluctuations in fluorescence intensity to extract
applications of FCS and is, therefore, dealt with in
information on equilibrium processes in the sample
most detail in the following text. The principle of FCS
(such as molecular diffusion or reversible chemical
is schematically illustrated in Figure 1. Diffusion or
reactions), which are the cause of the intensity flucflow causes fluctuations in the number of fluorescent
tuations. Low concentrations of florescent particles
particles present in the effective detection volume
(fluorophores, fluorescently labelled molecules or
resulting in fluctuations in detected fluorescence insupramolecular complexes) and small effective detensity. Let us consider a value τ1 of the lag time in
tection volumes (1 μm3 or smaller, typically defined
formula (1), which is small with respect to the average
by the point spread function of a confocal laser
residence time τD of a fluorescent particle within the
scanning microscope – CLSM) are used in FCS to
obtain pronounced fluorescence intensity fluctuaeffective detection volume. The number of particles
tions [1-3]. For that reason, FCS is sometimes considN present within the effective detection volume is not
ered a single-molecule technique.
likely to change significantly within a time interval of
In an FCS measurement, time-trace of fluorescence
the length τ1; I (t) and I (t + τ1) are, therefore, most
intensity I (t) originating from the small effective delikely very similar to each other and the autocorrelatection volume V0 is recorded and its autocorrelation
tion G (τ1) is close to its maximal value. The situation
function G (τ), defined by equation (1), is calculatis analogous for other sources of fluorescence intened (pointed brackets represent averaging over all
sity fluctuations. When the fluctuations are caused
values of time t). The shape of the autocorrelation
by reversible transitions of the fluorophore to a dark
function reflects the time-scales of the fluorescence
state, the number of fluorophores in their bright state
intensity fluctuations.
is not likely to change significantly within a lag time
short with respect to the reciprocal value of the transition rate constant.
⟨ I (t ) I (t +τ )⟩
(1)
G(τ )=
The autocorrelation function reaches its maximum
⟨ I (t )⟩2
at τ = 0 (disregarding the initial increase in autocorrelation caused by photon antibunching, which
G(τ) rises steeply to its maximum value on nanosecis below the temporal resolution of typical FCS exond time-scale; the effect (called photon antibunchperiments). If we consider only fluctuations caused
ing) is caused by a non-zero delay between two conby movement of fluorescent particles, the amplitude
secutive photons emitted by a single fluorophore and
G (0) is inversely proportional to the average number
is related to the fluorescence lifetime and number of
of fluorescent particles within the detection volume[8].
individual fluorescence emitters within the detection
FCS, apart from providing kinetic information (diffuvolume[4],[5]. The rise of G (τ) is below temporal ression coefficients, kinetic constants), provides also inolution of typical FCS experiments which capture
dependent estimate of concentration of fluorescent
only the subsequent decay of autocorrelation.
particles in the sample. Note that by the term fluoresFluorescence intensity fluctuations caused by fast
cent particle, we describe any fluorescent molecule,
photophysical and photochemical processes (such
aggregate or complex containing at least one fluas intersystem crossing to non-fluorescent triplet
orophore which is moving as a single entity and is
states or excited-state reactions) and by rotational
entering and exiting the effective detection volume
diffusion of molecules (in the case of polarized deat once. In the case of very large molecules (larger
tection) dominate the decay of G (τ) on microsecthan the dimensions of V0; for example large DNA
ond and sub-microsecond time-scale[6],[7]. Decay on
chains) labelled at multiple sites, individual segments
longer time-scales is related to translational diffuof the molecule can behave like independent floression or flow of molecules in and out of the detection
cent particles and enter and exit effective detection
volume. If several processes in the sample are hapvolume at different instants [9].
pening on similar time-scales, their contributions to
When we consider a value of lag time τ2, which is
G (τ) are difficult to distinguish.
long with respect to τD, the particle numbers N (t) and
{ langleTheoretical
I(t) I(t+τ)
} developed,
over { langle
modelsrangle
have been
which
NI(t)
(t + τ2) and, therefore, also the fluorescence intendescribe
the
relation
between
characteristics
of
sities
I (t) and I (t + τ2) are no more correlated and the
e }^2 the processes underlying fluorescence fluctuations autocorrelation
G (τ2) is close to zero – its asymptotic
(such as kinetic constants in the case of chemical
value G (∞). The average residence time τD of a fluoreactions or diffusion coefficients in the case of difrescent particle in the detection volume corresponds
fusion) and the shape of the autocorrelation function
(in common models) to the lag time at which G (τ)
calculated according to (1). Fitting G (τ) with an apdecays to the half of its maximal value.

Unbenannt
1
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Figure 1 llustration of the principle of FCS. Fluorescence intensity is collected from a small effective detection volume (usually the
point spread function of a confocal laser scanning microscope) (A). Recorded fluorescence intensity exhibits fluctuations (B) caused
by movement of fluorescent particles out and into the detection volume (by diffusion or flow) or by reversible chemical reactions of the
fluorophore. Autocorrelation function G (τ) reflects the time-scale of the fluctuations; average residence time τD of a fluorescent particle
in the effective detection volume can be found by analysis of the decay of G (τ).

τD and particle number N are found by analysis of
the experimentally obtained autocorrelation function.
If the volume V0 is known, τD and N can be used to
calculate diffusion coefficient D and concentration of
the fluorescent particles c. V0 is usually determined
by a calibration measurement; more details on calibration in FCS and its pitfalls can be found in the
section Method.

2. Instrumentation
As has been said in the Introduction, a CLSM is the
most common instrument for FCS. The essential
features of an FCS setup comprise a small effective
detection volume V0 and highly efficient detection of
fluorescence intensity.
The effective detection volume is defined by diffraction limited focusing of the excitation laser beam via
a a high numerical aperture (usually larger than 1)
objective and by spatial efficiency of collecting fluorescence emission from the sample (defined by
adjustment of the confocal pinhole). V0, thus, corresponds to the point spread function (PSF) of the
microscope [2],[10].

Photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) or single photon avalanche diodes (SPADs) are used as photo-detectors for FCS, the latter ones being preferred for their
higher detection efficiency[2].
An FCS setup can be, therefore, based on most
commercially available CLSMs without a need for
any extensive modifications. The only modification,
which is often necessary, is the addition of more sensitive photo-detectors. CLSMs designed for performing FCS and upgrades of other types of CLSMs are
commercially available.
A hardware correlator used to be a common part of
FCS setups. Software calculation of autocorrelation
functions is, however, preferred nowadays, because
it is more versatile[2],[11]. The measured time-trace of
fluorescence intensity I (t) is directly stored in the
computer and used to calculate G (τ) either during
the measurement or after the end of data acquisition. Software calculation of G (τ) from stored intensity time-trace allows I (t) to be processed by application of numerical filters (which is the principle of
some advanced FCS variants described in specialized chapters) or by removing sections of I (t) during
which large fluorescent aggregates resided in effective detection volume. Since autocorrelation G (τ)
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depends on square of fluorescence intensity, contribution of each particle to the autocorrelation function
is weighted by the square of its brightness. Large
aggregates, several times brighter than the average
fluorescent particle in the sample, have a significant
impact on G (τ). A rare event such as diffusion of a
single bright aggregate through the detection volume
can, therefore, considerably distort the whole autocorrelation function (see Figure 2).
A 2-photon microscope is also suitable for performing
FCS thanks to its small PSF (which is even smaller
than in the case of a CLSM)[12],[13]. The principle of
2-photon FCS is identical to 1-photon FCS and is,
therefore, not discussed separately.
Alternatively any other instrumental setup can be
used, which allows selective detection of fluorescence from a sufficiently small volume element within
the sample. Very promising are imaging FCS modalities in which fluorescence is collected in parallel
from many effective detection volumes; those are
defined in the lateral plane by pixels of an imaging
detector (typically an electron multiplying charge
coupled device – EMCCD) and by illumination by a

thin light sheet in the axial direction. The illumination
light sheet can be created by total internal reflection
(TIR)[14],[15] or by a cylindrical lens such as it is done
in selective plane illumination microscopy (SPIM)[16].
Imaging FCS approaches possess the advantage of
performing FCS measurements in parallel in many
points in the sample, in which way a statistically significant dataset can be obtained in a single measurement. This is particularly beneficial for FCS studies
of intrinsically heterogeneous samples such a living
cell or even multicellular structures.

3. Sample Preparation
Fluorescent labelling is a crucial step in preparation
of samples for FCS. It has been shown that signal to
noise ratio in FCS reaches the highest values when
the average number N of fluorescent particles in the
effective detection volume is approximately 1. The
lower the particle number N is, the longer the measurement time needed to observe statistically significant number of molecules diffusing through the
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Figure 2 llustration of calculation of FCS autocorrelation curves. Passage of a large aggregate through the effective detection volume (manifested by a large peak in intensity time-trace – upper panel) distorts the shape of the autocorrelation function in the region of longer lag times
τ. Selecting only a part of the intensity time-trace (which is not influenced by the aggregate) results in an improvement of the shape of G (τ),
which can be, then, fitted with model (3).
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detection volume. On the other hand, high values of
N result in smaller relative fluctuations and lower amplitude of autocorrelation function G (0). Values of N
in the range between 0.1 and 102 are considered well
suited for FCS[3],[18]. The optimal particle numbers
around 1 correspond in the case of standard confocal
FCS to concentrations of fluorescent particles in nM
range. Higher concentrations are used in the cases
of special experimental setups with reduced effective
detection volumes[19],[20].
The choice of the fluorophore is also of considerable importance. High brightness (photon countrate per molecule) is needed in order to acquire
sufficiently high signal from each individual fluorescent particle diffusing through the detection volume.
High photo-stability of the dye is also important to
reduce artefacts caused by photobleaching. Photostability is important especially in samples where
the investigated kinetics are slow and fluorophores
are, therefore, undergoing excitation for prolonged
periods of time. Apart from synthetic organic fluorophores, fluorescent proteins such as GFP and its
mutants are frequently used in biological applications of FCS[21],[22],[23]. In this case it is crucial to find
the conditions under which the fluorescent protein is
expressed at concentrations suitable for FCS measurements. Quantum dots are also sometimes used
for their high photo-stability[22],[24].
Large aggregates of fluorescent particles can, due
to their very high brightness, considerably distort the
autocorrelation function and should be, therefore,
avoided when possible. If they are present in low
numbers with respect to the non-aggregated particles, the data can be cleaned from their influence,
provided software correlation is used (see Figure 2).

4. Data Acquisition
Prior to acquiring FCS data, the instrument should
be carefully aligned. FCS measurements are very
sensitive to the actual shape of the effective detection volume. Proper alignment is, therefore, more
critical than in the case of confocal imaging. The
alignment ensures optimal photon collection efficiency through optimizing the emission light pathway of
the microscope (such as mirrors and lenses directing
the fluorescence emission to the detectors) in order
that the maximum number of photons from the effective detection volume reaches the detector. Critical
is the alignment of the confocal pinhole which has
a large impact on the shape of the effective detection volume. Besides that, the correction collar of
the objective needs to be adjusted to compensate
correctly for the thickness and refractive index of the
cover-glass.
The easiest way to optimize the pinhole position is

to measure fluorescence intensity originating from
a solution of a reference fluorophore and adjust the
pinhole position to reach maximal intensity at the
detector. It is advisable to use higher fluorophore
concentration than for FCS (for example in the μM
range). The optimal setting of the objective correction collar can be found by searching for maximum
of florescence intensity in a solution of a reference
fluorophore, like in the case of pinhole position optimization. A more rigorous way of adjusting confocal
pinhole and correction collar is via measuring FCS
in a solution of a reference fluorophore and searching for the maximum of molecular brightness (total
photon count-rate divided by particle number N) of
the fluorophore[25]. It is usually sufficient to perform
such measurement at the end of the alignment procedure; if such a measurement is performed each time
under the same experimental conditions, it serves as
a good control whether the microscope is correctly
aligned. Besides serving as a proof of a correct alignment of the microscope, the FCS measurement in
a solution of a reference fluorophore is usually also
used for calibration of the effective detection volume
(discussed in more detail later).
After focusing (placing the effective detection
volume) to the place of interest within the sample,
fluorescence intensity I (t) is recorded. The detection
volume should be ideally placed close to the centre
of the CLSM field of view. Further from the centre,
the dimensions and shape of the effective detection
volume change due to optical aberrations. However,
the deviations are relatively small within the majority
of the field of view of a well-aligned CLSM (excluding
the regions closest to the edges of the field of view)
[26]
. The acquisition time should be at least 103 – 104
times longer than the characteristic time-scale of the
slowest investigated processes[27],[28]. When focusing
into small structures (e. g. biological membranes,
thickness of which is much smaller than dimensions
of V0), long measurements may suffer from artefacts
caused by movements of the structure of interest with
respect to the microscope focus (e. g. membrane undulations). Such movements may result in additional
apparent slow kinetics in the autocorrelation function.
The optimal excitation intensity in FCS is a compromise between the requirement of high number of fluorescence photons needed for statistical accuracy
of G (τ) (a tenfold reduction of excitation intensity
means approximately a hundred times longer measurement needed to reach a comparable statistical
accuracy[29],[30],[31]) and the need to minimize artefacts
caused by photobleaching and optical saturation
(nonlinearity in the dependence of fluorescence intensity on excitation intensity resulting from depletion
of the ground-state fluorophore population caused by
high excitation rate). The maximal excitation intensity at which no photobleaching and saturation arte-
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facts appear depends on the photophysics of the fluorophore under given conditions and on the average
time it undergoes excitation (which depends on the
effective detection volume dimensions and on D)[32].
For typical organic fluorophores, excitation intensities
should be sufficiently lower than 30 kW cm-2, a value
which corresponds for usual microscope objectives
to excitation powers of approximately 100 μW (at
back aperture of the objective)[2],[30]. The excitation intensity at which optical saturation starts to play a significant role can be directly determined for each type
of samples (for a particular fluorophore in a particular
environment) by measuring the dependence of fluorescence intensity on the excitation intensity (a saturation curve). A linear dependence is observed at
low excitation intensities; increasing deviations from
linearity appear at higher intensities, until saturation
is reached. Further increase of excitation intensity
does not lead to any increase in the intensity of fluorescence. FCS measurements should be performed
with excitation intensities corresponding to the linear
region of the curve.
The influence of photobleaching and optical saturation (as well as other possible sources of artefacts
in FCS such as confocal pinhole misalignment or
mismatch in refractive indices between the sample
and the immersion liquid on the objective) on the
shape of G (τ) have been extensively studied by the
group of Enderlein[2],[30],[33].

5. Data Analysis

Unbenannt
1

Let us focus in more detail on the second step, which
involves more input from the user, because an appropriate model for interpretation of G (τ) has to be
chosen. Analysis of autocorrelation functions can be
performed in most FCS software packages such as
the above mentioned QuickFit or FFS Data Processor.
Alternatively, any data processing software allowing
non-linear curve fitting can be used to fit G (τ) with a
theoretical model.
The theoretical models, which describe the shape of
the autocorrelation function G (τ) are usually derived
by approximating the effective detection volume by
a 3-dimensional Gaussian profile (2) describing the
probability W (R,Z) of detecting a photon emitted by a
fluorophore located at a given position (R,Z). R is the
radial distance from the optical axis and Z is the axial
coordinate (Z = 0 corresponds to the focal plane);
ω0 and ωZ are parameters describing the extent of
U
nbena
nnt
1
the effective
detection
volume
in the focal plane and
along the optical axis respectively.

( ) ( )
2

W (R , Z )=exp −2

2

R
Z
exp −2 2
ω20
ωZ

(2)

Some authors have derived models for more realistic
shapes of effective detection volumes[10],[34]; however,
the resulting models are much more complicated and
not commonly used in practice. We will, therefore,
mention only models derived for the 3-dimensional
Gaussian approximation (2). The most basic situation is the free diffusion of a single type of particles in
all 3 dimensions. G (τ) is, in that case, described by
the model (3). A detailed derivation of the model can
be found in the original works on theory of FCS[8],[35].
Models applicable in other frequently encountered
situations are summarized in one of the following
sections.

Unbenannt
1

Data analysis in FCS can be divided into two steps:
the first step is the calculation of the autocorrelation
function G (τ) from the measured fluorescence intensity time-trace I (t); the second step is the analysis of
the autocorrelation function. If a hardware correlator
is used, only the second step is present, because
G (τ) represents the direct instrumental readout. If
software correlation is used, only a part of the inten1
1
1
sity time-trace I (t) can be chosen to avoid distortion
G(τ )=
(3)
N
1+(τ
/τ
)
1+(τ / τ D )(ω 0 / ω Z )2
D
of G (τ) by large fluctuations of fluorescence intensity caused for example by the passage of a large
fluorescent aggregate through the detection volume
(3) can be rewritten in terms of diffusion coefficient D
(see Figure 2).
W(
R,Z
)=exp
( -2 {R^2}
over particles
{ %Ux03C9
and concentration
of fluorescent
c (4) using _0^2}
The first step is not problematic
since
it follows
a left
the dimensions
of the effective
straightforward algorithm. Many
implementation
right
) exp left their
( -2relationship
{Z^2}toover
{ %Ux03C9
_Z^2}
detection volume (5) and (6) respectively[36].
of the algorithm are readily available for the users.
right )
For example FCS software packages QuickFit
(Deutsches Krebsforschungs Zentrum, Heidelberg,
−1
−1/2
4 Dτ
4 Dτ
Germany) or FFS Data Processor (Scientific Software
1
(4)
G(τ )=
1+ 2
1+ 2
Technologies Center, Minsk, Belarus) can correlate
c NAV0
ω0
ωZ
data recorded by various instruments. Dedicated
FCS instruments are usually supplied with software
allowing correlating time-traces recorded by the respective instrument.

√

(

)(

)
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ω2
τ D= 0
4D

(5)

3

N =c N A V 0=c N A π 2 ω0 ω z

(6)

strongly to glass surface, which causes a large uncertainty in their concentration[36]. Uncorrelated background or scattered light can lead to overestimation
of N (see the section Artefacts in FCS below), which
would introduces an error in V0 calibration if the fluorescence intensity is not high enough to yield the
relative contribution of the parasitic signal components negligible[38].

2. Measurement of an FCS autocorrelation function
in a solution of a reference fluorophore of exactly
known diffusion coefficient; ω0 is determined from
The simple model (3) contains 3 fitting parameters:
τD using (5) while τD is found by fitting G (τ) with (3)
τD, N and the ratio ωZ /ω0 called structure parameter
k and describing the shape of the effective detection
or another appropriate model. Structure parameter
volume. While τD and N represent the readout pak is also found from the fit of G (τ) as another adjustrameters of the fit, structure parameter is determined
able parameter. Increased number of free parameby a calibration measurement and then used as a
ters naturally increases the risk of numerical instaconstant parameter when fitting the results of the
bility of the fit and a good quality of autocorrelation
subsequent series of measurements. Determination
function is important in the calibration measurement.
of the physically relevant parameters D and c requires
Fortunately, τD and k are not strongly correlated
the knowledge of V0, which is also determined by the
and the uncertainty in k affects only moderately the
calibration measurement. Note, that at τ = 0, G (τ)
accuracy of τD determination from the fit. The value of
reaches its maximal value G (0), which is inversely
structure parameter for typical experimental setups
proportional to the number N (or concentration c) of
ranges from 3 to 8 (depending on the magnification
fluorescent particles.
and numerical aperture of the objective)[37],[39] and
varying k within this range has usually only minor inCalibration of the Detection Volume
fluence on the fitted values of τD.
τ_D=Calibration
{%omega_0^2}
over
{4D} for Reference values of diffusion coefficients
of the detection volume
is necessary
of standard
quantitative interpretation of FCS data. Calibration
fluorophores are for example summarized in one of
should be performed after any change to the experthe PicoQuant Application Notes[40]. Diffusion coefimental setup, which may affect the size and shape
ficient depends on temperature by Stokes-Einstein
of the detection volume (change of excitation waverelation[40] and accurate knowledge of temperature by
N_A V_0length,
= cofN_A
%pi
^{3over2}
%omega_0
confocal pinhole, etc.); a calibration meaStokes-Einstein relation[40] and accurate knowledge
mega_z surement is usually performed at least every day, if of temperature within the sample is indispensable
the identical setup is used for a longer time. There
for correct diffusion-based calibration. The reference
exist three approaches to the calibration in FCS[36],[37]:
value of diffusion coefficient must be corrected for
the actual temperature in the sample for calibration
1. Measurement of an FCS autocorrelation function
purposes.
in a solution of a reference fluorophore of exactly
Diffusion-based calibration is optimal for FCS
known concentration (or, optimally, a series of meastudies focusing on measuring diffusion coefficients,
surements with a series of concentrations); V0 is
because it calibrates ω0, which is the crucial paramcalculated from the amplitude of the autocorrelation
eter for determination of D. However, the value of V0
G (0) according to (6). This calibration procedure is
calculated from ω0 and k (6) is strongly influenced by
optimal for FCS experiments focusing on determinaany uncertainty in the value of k and may lead to contion of concentrations via measuring G (0), because
siderable errors in the concentration determination.
V0 is, in this case, determined without making any
assumptions concerning the shape of the effective
3. CLSM scanning of a small fluorescent bead attached
detection volume. Deviations of the shape from the
to a glass surface provides an FCS-independent deusually assumed Gaussian profile do not, therefore,
termination of the dimensions and shape of the efaffect the results. On the other hand, this calibration
fective detection volume[37]. When a fluorescent bead
procedure is not sufficient for determination of diffuof a size much smaller than the detection volume is
sion coefficients, because it provides no information
scanned by CLSM, the resultant image shows the
on k (or ω0). That information can be supplementeffective detection volume of the microscope. The
ed by the second calibration procedure described
accuracy of the calibration depends on the accuracy
below. Not all standard fluorescent dyes are suitable
of the CLSM scanner. The image can also reveal
for concentration-based calibration; for example
any distortion or asymmetry of the effective detection
rhodamine 6G or some Alexa Fluor® dyes adsorb
volume, which may stem from any misalignment of
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Unbenannt
1
the microscope and would affect the shape of G (τ).
Model (8) describes a more general case of a sample
The shape of the detection volume in the scan can
containing M populations of florescent particles;
be, however, slightly different from the effective deeach population characterized by its diffusion time
tection during the actual FCS experiment, because
τDi, brightness Qi and fraction of the particle number
the scanned bead is located directly at glass surface
Fi [41].
(at the boundary between two media of different reM
fractive indices), while the detection volume in the
∑ (Qi )2 F i gi (τ )
actual experiment is usually located in some distance
1
1
G(τ )= i=1
; gi (τ )=
(usually between 20 to 100 μm) form the glass surface
2
M
1+(τ / τ Di ) 1+(τ / τ Di )(ω0 /ω z )2
(unless structures located at the glass surface, like
N ∑ Qi F i
i=1
membranes adhering to glass, are investigated).
Correct calibration is crucial for absolute determi(8)
nation of diffusion coefficients and concentrations.
However, absolute values of D and c are not esTo account for transitions to triplet state, model (7)
sential in many FCS studies and only their relative
with Ti and τTi can be used as gi (τ) in (8).
changes are of importance. Those are fully described by relative changes in N and τD, which are
Diffusion in biological systems is often far from the
Unb
enann
t
1
determined by fitting G (τ) with the model (3) (or any
ideal Brownian free
diffusion
characterized
by the
other appropriate model expressed in terms of N
simple diffusion law (9), according to which the mean
and τD – see the next section). The model contains
square displacement of a diffusing particle within
only one parameter describing the effective deteca time interval t is proportional to t (duration of the
tion volume – the structure parameter k. Since error
interval).
in k has usually only marginal effect on τD, a simplified calibration procedure is sufficient if only relative
(9)
⟨r 2 (t )⟩=⟨(r (t )−r (0))2 ⟩=4 Dt
changes are investigated. The calibration usually
consists of an FCS measurement (long enough
to obtain good quality of autocorrelation data) in a
Interaction of the diffusing particle with other molsolution of a reference fluorophore. G (τ) is fitted with
ecules and supramolecular structures slows down
Unb
enannt
1
G(τ)=
from{i=1}
)^2diffusion
F_i g_i (τ)}
model (3) or (7) (see the next section for the
model {sum
the diffusion
and mayto{M}
result in (a Q_i
nonlinear
and its use) and k is determined as a free parameter.
law,
according
to
which
the
mean
square
displaceover {N left ( sum from{i=1} to{M} Q_i F_i right )^2
If the values of k U
and
τDe
obtained
by
rea-(τ)=
of molecular
ment
is proportional
to ta. Such type
nb
nannt
1the fit are
};ing_i
{ 1}
over {1+(τ/τ_Di)}
sqrt{
{1} over
sonable agreement with values usually obtained with
motion is called anomalous diffusion (or anomalous
{1+(τ/τ_Di)(%omega_0/%omega_z)}^2
}
the given setup and the given reference fluorophore,
subdiffusion) and a (0 < a < 1) is called anomalous
k can be used as a fixed parameter in fitting data
exponent. Anomalous exponent is present in model
from subsequent measurements and the instrument
(10) of G (τ) derived for anomalous diffusion[42],[43].
can be considered properly aligned. FCS calibration
and its problems are further discussed in the section
−τ
1
1
1
τ
Artefacts in FCS.
G(τ )= 1−τ +τ e
α

(

[

√

)

τ

] N (1−τ ) 1+(τ / τ )
D

√

1+(τ / τ D )α (ω0 /ω z )2

Models for Fitting of Autocorrelation Curves
(10)
Model (3) was derived for the basic situation of a
3-dimensional free diffusion of one population of particles (all having identical D). Here we summarize
If the fluorescent particles are not only moving by difother frequently used models of G (τ).
fusion, but also by an oriented flow of velocity v, G (τ)
Photophysical processes such as transition to a dark
is described by the model (11)[21].
state (such as a triplet state) are frequently apparent
in G (τ) on microsecond time-scale. To account for
2
1
1
1
τV
1
that phenomenon, an average fraction T of molecules
G(τ )=
exp − ω
2
0
N
1+(τ
/τ
)
1+(τ
/ τ D)
1+(τ
/
τ
)(ω
/ω
)
D
D
0
z
in the triplet state and a characteristic time-scale τT of
langle
r^2(t)
rangle=
langle
(r(
t)-r(0))^2
rangle
[7]
the transition are included in the model (7) .
(11)

√

[

G(τ )= 1−τ +τ e

−τ
ττ

1
1
] N (1−τ
) 1+(τ / τ )
D

√

1
1+(τ / τ D )(ω0 /ω z )2

(7)

((

)

)= 4Dt

So far we have discussed only the situation when
the fluorescent particles are free to move in all three
dimensions. However, in many biologically relevant
samples such as biological membranes, movement of
molecules is effectively restricted only to two dimen-

G(τ)= left [ 1-τ+τ e^{ -τ over τ_τ} right ] {1} over
{N(1-τ)} {1} over {1+(τ/τ_D)^%alpha } sqrt{ {1}
over {1+(τ/τ_D)^%alpha (%omega_0/%omega_z)}^2
}

G(τ)=

Unbenannt
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sions (movement along the plane of the membrane;
thickness of biological membranes is several orders
of magnitude smaller than the dimensions of the
effective detection volume and can be, therefore,
neglected). The effective detection area is, then,
defined by the intersection of the detection volume
of the microscope (defined by the confocal optics)
and the planar structure along which molecules of
interest are moving. It is, therefore, only a 2-dimensional area with Gaussian distribution of photon
detection efficiency W (R), described by the first exponential function in (2). The theoretical models of
autocorrelation functions simplify considerably in the
2-dimensional case. (12) is the 2-dimensional counterpart of (3); 2-dimensional variants of other models
(7, 8, 10, 11) are derived in an analogous manner[44].

Unbenannt
1

G(τ )=

1
1
N 1+(τ / τ D )

(12)

Calibration procedure in the 2-dimensional case is
apparently simpler, since there is no structure parameter k in (12). That is, however, a false impression,
because calibration of effective detection volume is
an important source of artefacts in FCS of planar
samples (see Artefacts in FCS for further details).
A slightly different definition of autocorrelation
function GA (τ) is also frequently used.

G A (τ )=

⟨ I (t ) I (t +τ )⟩
2
⟨(t )⟩

(13)

it decreases numerical stability of the fit and increases the risk of obtaining parameter values which lack
any physical meaning. The use of models with higher
numbers of free parameters should be, therefore,
supported either by a significant disagreement of
the simpler models with the experimental curve or
by an a priori knowledge of properties of the sample
(for example that the sample contains a population
of free fluorophore and a population of fluorophore
bound to a protein or that the fluorophore is known
to undergo transition to a triplet state). Statistical approaches are being developed for unbiased selection of the optimal model based on the quality of fits
with individual models from a set[45]. However, those
methods have not been so far implemented in any
software package for FCS analysis.
When using models with large numbers of parameters, the reliability of the analysis is considerably
improved by reducing the number of free parameters
or introducing constraints on the range, within which
the values of parameters are searched. For example
the characteristic time τT of transition to triplet state
in model (7) is known to be around 10-3 ms for most
fluorophores[7],[21]; a value of τT larger than 0.1 ms is
most likely an artefact of the fitting procedure.
Reduction of number of free parameters can be
achieved by determining values of as many parameters as possible by additional FCS experiments and
then using them as fixed parameters in the fitting
procedure. Let us, for example, consider a sample
containing free fluorophore and fluorophore bound
to a protein. Model (8) with M = 2 is appropriate in
such a case. An additional measurement in a sample
containing only free fluorophore yields the diffusion
time τDf (and optionally also characteristics of transition to triplet state) of the free fluorophore. The fit
of the autocorrelation curve measured in the mixture
of free and bound fluorophore, then, determines the
remaining parameters: diffusion time τDp of the fluorescently labelled protein and the amplitude Ap of its
contribution to the autocorrelation function; according to (8) Ap is given by (14).

Unbenannt
1

The only difference between GA (τ) and G (τ) defined
by (1) is in the constant offset GA (∞) = 1; GA (τ) converges to 1, while G (τ) to 0. The necessary modification of the theoretical models of the autocorrelation function (3, 7, 8, 10-12) is, therefore, trivial:
GA (τ) = G (τ) + 1. Some authors also use a factor
γ in the amplitude of the autocorrelation function.
Introduction of factor γ into the theoretical models
Q 2p N p
(14)
{1}
over
{N}
{1}
over
{1+(τ/τ_D)}
A p=
only changes the definition of the effective detection
2
(Q p N p +Q f N f )
volume. There is, therefore, no need to be confused
by slightly different formulas of autocorrelation functions in some works.
(14) simplifies considerably if Qp = Qf, which means
that not more than a single fluorophore is bound to
Choice of an Appropriate Model of Autocorrelaeach protein and that binding changes neither its abtion function
sorption cross-section nor its fluorescence quantum
The choice of the model for fitting of G (τ) is a
yield. Under such conditions, particle numbers Np
crucial step in the analysis of FCS data. The general
and Nf of the labelled protein and free fluorophore
guideline is to use as simple a model as possible.
respectively can be determined easily from the amIncreasing the number of free parameters always
plitudes (Ap and Af) of their respective contributions
improves the agreement of the model with the exto the autocorrelation function (8). If the brightness
perimental autocorrelation curve; on the other hand,

A(τ)= {langle I(t) I(t+τ) rangle} over { langle (t)
gle^2 }
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of the free fluorophore is not equal to that of fluorescently labelled protein, more data are needed to
determine particle numbers of free fluorophore and
labelled protein[39].
Constraints on the ranges within which values of free
parameters are probed are of particular importance
when the experimental autocorrelation function is
not perfectly described by the model used for fitting.
Such systematic deviations of the experimental autocorrelation function from the theoretical model are
caused by instrumental artefacts (see the section
Artefacts in FCS) as well as by complexity of the
sample itself, which is not sufficiently described by
the model. A typical problem is polydispersity of the
populations of fluorescent particles, which are characterised by continuous distributions of diffusion
times instead of a single τD value assumed in models
(3, 7, 8, 10-12). Many supramolecular structures
such as micelles or vesicles always display some
degree of polydispersity and macromolecules such
as DNA can adopt various conformations resulting in

a distribution of diffusion coefficients. Simple models
with (usually not more than 2) discrete values of
τD are commonly used even in such situations. If a
continuous particle size distribution is present in the
sample, only apparent mean values of τD are extracted from the fits; if brightness of the particles depends
on their size (such as in the case distribution of oligomers of various sizes), the obtained values of τD tend
to be biased towards the larger particles in the distribution, because the contribution to G (τ) is weighted
by the square of particle brightness (8). Maximum
entropy method (MEM) fitting of G (τ) is more appropriate when systems of polydisperse particles
are studied, because MEM can perform fitting with
an arbitrary continuous distribution of the parameters[46],[47]. MEM fitting is for example implemented in
the FCS software QuickFit.
In general it can be concluded that the more is a priori
known about the sample, the higher is the probability
that the parameters obtained by fitting of G (τ) are
physically relevant (see Figure 3).

G (τ)

1.0
experimental data
fit with a single diffusion time τD = 2.4 ms
fit with 2 free values of diffusion time
fit with 2 values of diffusion time,
one of them fixed

0.5

0.0
1E-3
8

0.01

0.1

1

10

lag time τ [ms]

100

1000

∆G (τ)

4
0
-4
-8
Figure 3 Illustration of FCS fitting. The investigated sample was a suspension containing liposomes loaded with carboxyfluorescein and
free carboxyfluorescein. The simple model with a single value of τD (3) yields an unsatisfactory fit as can be also seen from the residues in
the lower panel. A model with 2 values of diffusion time and a transition to triplet state yields a much closer fit with parameters τD1 = 6 ms,
A1 = 0.29, τD2 = 0.076 ms, A2 = 0.35, τT = 0.017 ms. A similar fit is obtained when 2 parameters are fixed using values found in an FCS measurement in a solution of pure carboxyfluorescein: τD2 = 0.048 ms, τT = 0.001 ms. The remaining free parameters obtained from the fit are:
τD1 = 5.7 ms, A1 = 0.30, A2 = 0.42.
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6. Artefacts in FCS
Like any other experimental technique, FCS can
suffer from a variety of artefacts, which may introduce significant errors to FCS results and lead to
their misinterpretation. The artefacts in FCS can be
divided into three main categories:
1. artefacts caused by limited validity of approximations used in derivation of the theoretical models
(3, 7, 8, 10-12),
2. artefacts caused by detector background and
parasitic signal components and
3. artefacts related to calibration of the effective
detection volume (leading to incorrect interpretation of values of τD and N obtained by fitting).
Let us look at more detail on the individual types of
artefacts and the ways to prevent or at least reduce
their impact on the FCS data:
1. Since the theoretical models of autocorrelation
function were derived assuming Gaussian profile
(2) of the photon detection efficiency and monodisperse point-like fluorescent particles, the artefacts
of the first type are mainly manifested in those situations where the reality deviates significantly from
the above mentioned assumptions. Deviations of the
actual shape of the effective detection volume from
(2) can be caused for example by optical aberrations
of the microscope, optical saturation or misalignment
of the confocal pinhole[2],[10],[33]. Although not all of the
sources can be completely avoided, it is important
to take precautions to minimize the risk of artefacts
where possible. A careful alignment of the confocal
pinhole as well as of the correction collar of the objective are essential for FCS. The excitation intensity should be low enough to minimize distortions
of the effective detection volume caused by optical
saturation and photobleaching (as has been see the
section Data acquisition).
When dimensions r of the fluorescent particles are
no more negligible with respect to effective detection volume dimensions, fits of G (τ) yield inaccurate
values of τD and N[48]. It has been shown that for r/
ω0 > 0.2, both τD and N are overestimated[49],[50].
2. The influence of background and various parasitic signal components on FCS data depends on
whether the parasitic counts are correlated on timescales probed by the FCS experiment. A correlated
parasitic signal component influences the correlation
decay G (τ), while an uncorrelated one only affects
the amplitude G (0). The most commonly encountered example of correlated parasitic signal components are detector afterpulses[38],[51]. Those are false
counts resulting from transient effects induced in the
detector by a real photon detection event. Therefore,

photon detection events and the subsequent afterpulses are correlated in time. For the commonly
used detectors in FCS setups, afterpulses add to
the correlation decay on μs and sub-μs timescales
and can be, therefore, misinterpreted as a result fluorophore transitions to a dark state or of other fast
photophysical processes. A commonly used method
to prevent afterpulses from distorting the correlation
functions is to split the fluorescence signal onto two
detectors and then obtain G (τ) by cross-correlating
signals from the two detectors instead of auto-correlating signal from each individual detector. Since
afterpulses from one detector are uncorrelated to
counts from the other detector, they are not manifested in the cross-correlation function. Nevertheless the
false afterpulse counts are still present in the overall
signal as a non-correlated parasitic component and
add to the artefacts caused by non-correlated parasitic components discussed in the following paragraph[51].
The remaining sources of background and parasitic signal, such as detector background (thermal
noise), scattered excitation photons or background
fluorescence from the sample (e. g. weak fluorescence of the solvent) are typically not correlated and
affect the correlation function only by lowering its
amplitude G (0), thus, leading to overestimation of
the number of the fluorescent particles of interest.
The effect is especially prominent in samples containing very low fluorophore concentrations. While it
does not compromise the determination of D, it is a
serious problem for concentration measurements by
FCS. A corrected value of particle number N can be
calculated from the autocorrelation amplitude G (0)
using formula (15), where B denotes the average
background intensity[37].

Unbenannt
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N=

1
2
G(0)(1+⟨ B⟩ I ⟨ I ⟩)

(15)

The correction formula (15), however, holds only
when the fraction T of the fluorophores undergoing
transition to a non-fluorescent state is small[37]. A
more general method of eliminating both correlated
and non-correlated parasitic signal components is
offered by fluorescence lifetime correlation spectroscopy (FLCS)[38],[52].
3. Calibration-related artefacts are caused by differences in effective detection volume V0 in the sample
and in the reference solution. The differences are
minimized by using identical experimental settings
(identical temperature, identical excitation intensity, …) during the measurement and the calibration;
however they cannot be always completely avoided.
Differences in refractive indices are a common cause
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for different effective detection volumes. That is especially prominent in the case of intracellular FCS
measurements, since cytoplasm differs significantly
in refractive index from a diluted aqueous solution
of a reference fluorophore[33]. Additionally, there exist
some discrepancies in published values of diffusion
coefficient of some standard reference florescent
dyes[36],[53].
An additional positioning problem exists in the case
of planar samples[17],[54]. Since the excitation beam
is divergent above and below its waist, placing the
planar sample above or below the focal plane results
in larger effective detection area and, therefore,
higher values of τD and N. Although uncertainties in
the absolute determination of V0 do not represent a
problem if only relative changes of diffusion coefficient or concentration are sought for, the positioning
problem in the case of planar samples results in increased uncertainty in results of individual measurements, compromising their comparability. Therefore,
several calibration-free FCS variants have been developed, which do not rely on external calibration, but
contain an intrinsic measure of distance. The intrinsic
calibration is typically achieved by scanning with the
focus through the sample at well defined speed or
with well defined steps (scanning FCS[55],[56], Z-scan
FCS[17], …) or by correlating intensity time-traces
measured at points at well-defined distances from
each other (multi-focus FCS[57],[58], imaging FCS[59],[60],
raster image correlation spectroscopy[61], …).

7. Technique Overview
Applications and Limitations of FCS
As has been already said in the Introduction, FCS
can characterize time-scales of processes causing
fluorescence intensity fluctuations as well as the
concentration of independent fluorescence particles
involved in those fluctuations. Movement of molecules in and out of the effective detection volume is
in most cases the dominant source of fluorescence
intensity fluctuations and provides information on
mobility of the fluorescent particles (either diffusion
coefficient or velocity of an oriented flow).
Diffusion coefficient measured by FCS can be interpreted in terms of the size of the diffusing fluorescent
particles (and its changes) or in terms of viscosity
and organization of the medium. The latter approach
is typical for intracellular FCS measurements[43] and
especially for FCS in biological membranes.
Following processes involving changes in diffusion
coefficient of fluorescent particles are commonly addressed by FCS:
1. conformational changes of macromolecules; for
example DNA compaction for gene therapy[9];
2. binding of small fluorescently labelled ligands

to large molecules or supramolecular structures
(such as chromatin or biological membranes).
Fractions of free and bound ligand can be
resolved according to (13)[62],[63],[64];
3. aggregation phenomena and determination of
critical micelle concentrations[65],[66];
4. lateral organization of biological membranes and
their artificial models[28],[67],[68].
The second parameter provided by FCS, the concentration of fluorescent particles, is useful complementary information, which is of particular importance for investigation of aggregation phenomena.
Since diffusion coefficient is approximately inversely
proportional to cubic root of molecular mass (from
Stokes-Einstein formula), relatively large changes in
molecular mass are needed to be resolved by FCS.
Oligomerization of fluorescent particles is, therefore,
more reliably detected via changes in their concentration than via changes in their diffusion coefficient.
The weak dependence of D on molecular mass
also imposes a limitation on FCS binding studies.
Association of a fluorescently labelled molecule with
a binding partner of smaller or comparable molecular
mass cannot be reliably resolved by FCS.
Following problems are commonly addressed by determining molecular concentrations by FCS:
1. oligomerization studies. By dividing the average
photon count-rate by N determined by FCS the
average brightness per particle is obtained.
Comparing the obtained brightness per particle
with the brightness of the monomeric fluorophore (measured ideally under identical conditions to avoid uncertainty resulting from environmental sensitivity of the fluorophore brightness)
the average number of fluorophores per particle
is obtained[69],[70],[71];
2. determination of the absolute concentration of a
molecules of interest within particular locations
in the sample[72],[73].
Selected References
Theory of FCS

[8], [34], [35], [74], [76]

Artefacts and their prevention in FCS

[2], [10], [24], [30], [33],
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A commented bibliography on FCS can be found in
the review of Thompson et al.[78].

8. Conclusion
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FCS analyses fluctuations of fluorescence intensity collected form a small effective detection volume
(defined typically by the point spread function of a
confocal microscope) and extracts information on
the time-scale of processes underlying the fluctuations. Usual applications contain measurements of
concentrations and diffusion coefficients of molecules or supramolecular structures moving through
the detection volume or investigation of processes
manifested by changes in diffusion coefficient. FCS
implementation in a confocal microscope is straightforward and so is combination of FCS with confocal
imaging. It is well suited for measurements in living
cells and has, therefore, promising biological applications. The basic principle behind FCS is very versatile and a range of related experimental techniques
is based on it (fluorescence cross-correlation spectroscopy, image correlation spectroscopy, …). Those
FCS variants have overcome some limitations of the
basic FCS approach and found a variety of biological
applications.
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Appendix
FCS with SymPhoTime 64
Here we show how to perform basic FCS measurements and data analysis using the SymPhoTime 64
software (PicoQuant, Berlin, Germany). The software
controls PicoQuant data acquisition cards, which
record time-tagged time-resolved fluorescence data,
and performs various types of analysis of those
data, including calculation and fitting of FCS correlation functions. SymPhoTime 64 controls PicoQuant
confocal microscopes (such as MicroTime 200); in
the case of microscopes from other manufacturers
upgraded with a PicoQuant data acquisition card, a
dedicated microscope software is needed to control
the settings of the microscope, acquire images and
select a point for the FCS measurement. The subsequent recording of fluorescence intensity time-traces
and their FCS analysis is performed by SymPhoTime
64. The software also controls PicoQuant pulsed
laser drivers (Figure 1, 4), if it is included in the
setup. Pulsed lasers are, however, needed only for
time-resolved measurements are not necessary in
an FCS setup.
Test Mode
After setting a point for measurement, acquisition of
fluorescence intensity time traces by SymPhoTime
64 can begin. The main window of the program has
3 main panes: Test, Measurement and Analysis
(Figure 1, 1). Data acquired in the Test mode are not
saved; they are only displayed in real time on the
screen to aid alignment of the instrument and optimizing settings for the measurement. Three modes
are available for the real time display: TCSPC, Time
Trace and FCS (Figure 1, 2). The TCSPC pane
displays the photon arrival histogram; since TCSPC
data are not required in standard FCS, we will not
discuss this display mode further. Time Trace is the
most basic mode displaying the real time value of
detected fluorescence intensity (Figure 1). If signal
from multiple detectors is fed to the data acquisition card, a time trace for each individual detector
is shown. Besides the graphic display, numerical
values of average and maximum count-rate for each
detection channel are shown (Figure 1, 3).
The real time intensity time trace is useful for focusing
to the structure of interest (e. g. if the fluorescently labelled molecules of interest are located in the
plasma membrane of a cell, by changing the axial
position of the focus two maxima of fluorescence
intensity can be found corresponding to the lower
and to the upper membrane). Besides that, the time
trace can be used to optimize the pinhole position
by measuring intensity originating from a fluorophore
solution (it is advisable to use in this case a higher
concentration of fluorophore than for FCS).

The FCS pane in the Test mode (Figure 2) shows
correlation functions calculated in real time from the
detected time traces (similarly to the output from a
hardware correlator). Autocorrelations of signals
from individual detectors and cross-correlation
between them are shown. However, in the situation
shown in Figure 2 only a single detector receives
fluorescence signal; the other detector contributes
only its thermal noise. Maximum and average countrate and the amplitude of the displayed correlation function are shown next to the graphic display
(Figure 2, 1). The particle number corresponding to
the amplitude is also shown as well as the particle
brightness obtained by dividing the average countrate by the particle number. Brightness of a reference fluorophore is a good indicator of the quality of
alignment of the setup. The optimal correction ring
settings can be found by searching for the maximum
brightness. To aid the alignment procedure, any of
the values can be displayed in a larger window (by
clicking on the displayed value) (Figure 2, 2).
Measurement Mode
After optimizing the data acquisition in the Test mode,
we can switch to the Measurement pane (Figure 3
and 4), in which the recorded data are stored for subsequent analysis. Before starting the measurement,
the file name for the dataset should be defined; additionally, any information on the instrument settings or
on the sample details can be noted down to be saved
together with the data (Figure 3, 1). The data acquisition is then started by the Start button and terminated by the Stop button (Figure 3, 2); alternatively the
acquisition time can be defined and the acquisition
then stops automatically after the defined time has
elapsed (Figure 3, 3). The main window is divided
into three panels; the upper one displays the correlation function calculated in real time, the lower left
panel shows the TCSPC histogram and the bottom
right panel the intensity time trace.
Analysis Mode
After the data acquisition has finished, we proceed
to the analysis of the stored data. In the Workspace
explorer on the left hand side of the main program
window we select the file to be analysed (Figure 5).
The real time calculated correlation functions (recognised by a filename of the following structure:
Name_OFCS.pqres) are stored alongside the raw
data. We are, however, not going to use this correlation function. We will, instead, calculate the correlation function again from the stored raw data. This will
allow us to correct for some common FCS artefacts
as mentioned in the main text. After selecting the data
file, we switch to the Analysis pane in which various
modes of analysis are offered. We select the FCS
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menu, which offers several FCS modalities, from
which we choose the basic FCS analysis (Figure 5).
The window for FCS correlation calculation is shown
in Figure 6. The Intensity time trace is shown in the
upper panel. By sliding the red start and stop markers
(Figure 6, 1) an arbitrary part of the time trace can be
selected for analysis. This is useful when a part of
the time trace is affected by movement of large aggregates, by bleaching etc. The range of lag-times for
which the correlation is calculated can be selected
(Figure 6, 2). If Lagtime Min. is set to 0, the shortest
lag-time will be determined by the software based
on the temporal resolution of the data. If pulsed excitation is used, FLCS can be used to correct for
background and detector afterpulsing (Figure 6, 3).
Explanation of the method is beyond the scope of
this appendix; we will use it here, therefore, only
as a “black box” feature. If continuous wave excitation is used, distortion of the correlation function
caused by afterpulsing can be prevented by splitting
the fluorescence emission onto two detectors and
cross-correlating signals from them (see Figure 4;
the cross-correlation function does not contain the
steep initial decay of correlation caused by detector
afterpulses). After pressing the Calculate button
(Figure 6, 4), correlation function is calculated and
displayed in the main panel. The correlation function
can be saved (Figure 6, 5) for further analysis.
Since the sample for which we have just obtained the
autocorrelation function was the solution of a calibration dye, we will use it to calibrate the effective detection volume. We select the saved autocorrelation
function in the Workspace explorer and in the FCS
analysis menu (Figure 5) we choose FCS calibration. That brings us to a curve fitting window (Figure
7). The default fitting model offered is that with a
single diffusion time and a single dark state, which is
suitable for most calibration dyes. If we know that our
calibration dye has no dark state, we can switch to a
simpler model by pressing the Exclude Triplet button.
If we are calibrating the effective detection volume
using the known value of D of our calibration dye,
we fill in the reference value of D (Figure 7, 1). We
can start the fitting by performing Initial Fit (Figure
7, 2), which searches over broader ranges of parameter values and is, thus, more likely to converge
even if the initial parameter values are far from the
optimal ones. Subsequently we can perform the Fit
till self-consistency is reached (parameter values
do not change, only fluctuate around their minima,
during further fitting iterations). If the quality of the
fit is good and the parameter values are reasonable,
we can save the obtained characteristics of the effective detection volume (its volume and structure
parameter κ) (Figure 7, 3). Those will be then used
as default values in the FCS fitting window (Figure
8). Ideally we should perform multiple calibration

measurements to check the reproducibility of the parameters.
When we afterwards measure any other dataset and
calculate the correlation function (Figure 6), we can
choose to proceed to fitting of the correlation function
(Figure 6, 6). By default, the simplest model for pure
3-dimensional diffusion (single D, no dark state)
is offered in the fitting window (Figure 8, 1). If that
model does not fill well the curve (as is the case in
Figure 8), we can select a more complex model, for
example the model with a dark (triplet) state (Figure
9, 1). A significantly better fit is obtained as can be
seen from the residuals as well as from the χ2 value
(Figure 9, 2).
Another example of autocorrelation function fit is
shown in Figure 10. It is obvious that the fit is not
perfect (especially in the region around 10 ms).
Nevertheless, knowing the non-ideal nature of the
sample (liposomes prepared by sonication, which
are intrinsically polydisperse and prone to aggregation; aggregates being most likely responsible for
the deviations between the fit and the experimental
curve around 10 ms lag-time), we may consider the
fit to be an acceptable one giving a good estimate
of the typical diffusion coefficient and concentration
of the liposomes. A more complex model may yield
a slightly better fit; however, the parameters thus
obtained may be artificial and lacking direct physical
interpretation.
The curve in Figure 11 cannot be satisfactorily fitted
with the model with a single D and single dark state
and definitely requires a more complex model for
its description. The knowledge of the nature of the
sample is helpful for selecting which model to use.
Knowing that the sample contained a mixture of free
dye and of fluorescently labelled liposomes, a model
with two values of D (Figure 12, 1) and a single dark
state is expected to describe the experimental data.
That is indeed the case as shown in Figure 12. The
individual values of D retrieved from the fit agree
within the margin of error with the values obtained
from measurements in samples containing only one
of the components (free dye in Figure 7 and liposomes in Figure 10). This is, however, not always
the case. Keeping at least one of the diffusion times
fixed to a value obtained separately in a sample
containing only one of the components significantly
improves reliability of fitting with two diffusion times.
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Figure 2
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Figure 3

Figure 4
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Figure 5

Figure 6
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Figure 7

Figure 8
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Figure 9

Figure 10
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